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ABSTRACT
Context. Vortex flows have been extensively observed over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales in different spectral lines, and
thus layers of the solar atmosphere, and have been widely found in numerical simulations. However, signatures of vortex flows have
only recently been reported in the wings of the Hα, but never so far in the Hα line centre.
Aims. We investigate the appearance, characteristics, substructure, and dynamics of a 1.7 h persistent vortex flow observed from the
ground and from space in a quiet-Sun region in several lines/channels covering all atmospheric layers from the photosphere up to the
low corona.
Methods. We use high spatial and temporal resolution CRisp Imaging SpectroPolarimeter (CRISP) observations in several wave-
lengths along the Hα and Ca ii 8542Å line profiles, simultaneous Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) observations in several
Ultraviolet (UV) and Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) channels and Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) magnetograms to study a
persistent vortex flow located at the south solar hemisphere. Doppler velocities were derived from the Hα line profiles. Our analysis
involves visual inspection and comparison of all available simultaneous/near-simultaneous observations and detailed investigation of
the vortex appearance, characteristics and dynamics using time slices along linear and circular slits.
Results. The most important characteristic of the analysed clockwise rotating vortex flow is its long duration (at least 1.7 h) and its
large radius (∼3′′). The vortex flow shows different behaviours in the different wavelengths along the Hα and Ca ii 8542Å profiles
reflecting the different formation heights and mechanisms of the two lines. Ground-based observations combined with AIA observa-
tions reveal the existence of a funnel-like structure expanding with height, possibly rotating rigidly or quasi-rigidly. However, there is
no clear evidence that the flow is magnetically driven as no associated magnetic bright points have been observed in the photosphere.
Hα and Ca ii 8542Å observations also reveal significant substructure within the flow, manifested as several individual intermittent
chromospheric swirls with typical sizes and durations. They also exhibit a wide range of morphological patterns, appearing as dark
absorbing features, associated mostly with mean upwards velocities around 3 km s−1 and up to 8 km s−1, and occupying on average
∼25% of the total vortex area. The radial expansion of the spiral flow occurs with a mean velocity of ∼3 km s−1, while its dynamics can
be related to the dynamics of a clockwise rigidly rotating logarithmic spiral with a swinging motion that is, however, highly perturbed
by nearby flows associated with fibril-like structures. A first rough estimate of the rotational period of the vortex falls in the range of
200 to 300 s.
Conclusions. The vortex flow resembles a small-scale tornado in contrast to previously reported short-lived swirls and in analogy to
persistent giant tornadoes. It is unclear whether the observed substructure is indeed due to the physical presence of individual inter-
mittent, recurring swirls or a manifestation of wave-related instabilities within a large vortex flow. Moreover, we cannot conclusively
demonstrate that the long duration of the observed vortex is the result of a central swirl acting as an ‘engine’ for the vortex flow,
although there is significant supporting evidence inferred from its dynamics. It also cannot be excluded that this persistent vortex
results from the combined action of several individual smaller swirls further assisted by nearby flows or that this is a new case in the
literature of a hydrodynamically driven vortex flow.
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1. Introduction
Recent high-resolution and high-cadence observations both from
the ground and from space have revealed the existence of rota-
ting structures of different scales at different layers of the solar
atmosphere from the photosphere up to the chromosphere and
corona. Swirling motions on the Sun were already predicted by
Send offprint requests to: K. Tziotziou,
e-mail: kostas@noa.gr
theory (e.g. Stenflo 1975) and are commonly found in numerical
simulations (e.g. Stein & Nordlund 2000; Moll et al. 2011b,a;
Shelyag et al. 2011; Kitiashvili et al. 2012; Wedemeyer-Böhm
et al. 2012; Amari et al. 2015). They are observed not only in
active regions, but also in quiet-Sun regions and are the result of
the turbulent dynamics of the solar convection.
At the photospheric level vortex-like flows are widely de-
tected at large and at small scales (e.g. Brandt et al. 1988; Bonet
et al. 2008, 2010; Attie et al. 2009; Vargas Domínguez et al.
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2011; Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012). They are observed as mo-
tions of magnetic bright points (BPs; see e.g. Jafarzadeh 2013;
Riethmüller et al. 2014) in intergranular lanes or as vortical
motions in granular and supergranular junctions. Bonet et al.
(2008), by analysing G-band images obtained with the Swedish
1-m Solar Telescope (SST; Scharmer et al. 2003a) and tracing
the motions of magnetic BPs, showed that some of them fol-
lowed logarithmic spiral trajectories. These works reported nu-
merous examples of small-scale vortices driven by convective
motions and localized at the downdrafts of intergranular lanes
with sizes ranging from 0.5Mm to 2Mm, an occurrence rate
of ∼10−3Mm−2min−1 and lifetimes of the order of a few minu-
tes (∼5–15min). Attie et al. (2009), using G-band images from
SOT/Hinode, identified long-lasting vortex flows located at su-
pergranular junctions that last more than one hour and have an
influence in an area with a radius of at least 7Mm from their
centres. Requerey et al. (2018) using continuum intensity ima-
ges and magnetograms obtained by the Narrowband Filter Ima-
ger on board Hinode reported the detection of converging flows
at the supergranular junctions that appear as a persistent vortex
flow having a diameter of 5Mm and lasting the whole 24 h time
series of observations.
Vortex flows in the photosphere force the magnetic fields to
rotate and as they are coupled and penetrate from the photo-
sphere upwards they can produce co-rotating structures throug-
hout the solar atmosphere. Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der
Voort (2009) analysed observations of image sequences obtained
with the CRisp Imaging SpectroPolarimeter (CRISP; Scharmer
et al. 2008) instrument mounted at the SST and showed the pre-
sence of structures with clear rotational motions in the core of
the Ca ii 8542Å line, and called them ‘chromospheric swirls’.
They had the form of arcs, spiral arms, rings, or ring fragments
with an average size of 1.5Mm which exhibited upflows of 2–
7 km s−1, while they seem to be connected to photospheric BPs
located in intergranular lanes. Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012)
carried out numerical simulations and interpreted these motions
and the BP motions as a direct indication of upper-atmospheric
magnetic field twisting and braiding resulting from convective
buffeting of magnetic footpoints. These chromospheric swirls
seem to be abundant on the Sun; Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012),
for instance, have reported a total number of ∼1.1×104 with an
occurrence rate up to 3×10−3Mm−2min−1 and an average life-
time of 12.7±4min. A small-scale vortex flow was detected by
Park et al. (2016) simultaneously in the wings of the Hα line
and also in the cores of the Hα and Ca ii 8542Å lines in CRISP
observations, and in the IRIS strong Ultraviolet (UV) Mg ii k
and Mg ii subordinate lines. They reported vortex-related high-
speed upflow events in the shape of spiral arms of size of 0.5–
1Mm, exhibiting two distinctive apparent motions: a swirling
one with an average speed of 13 km s−1 and an expanding one of
4–6 km s−1. Upward velocities of 8 km s−1 were also obtained in
the same region from the spectral analysis of the UV Mg ii lines
along with higher temperatures compared to the nearby regions.
Higher in the atmosphere, helical structures that are usually con-
nected to prominences and filaments have also been widely ob-
served and are referred to as ‘giant’ tornadoes. Although it is not
clear whether the small-scale tornadoes and the giant tornadoes
are connected, it may be that the physical processes behind their
formation are similar. Wedemeyer & Steiner (2014) demonstra-
ted the existence of different types of vortex flows on the Sun.
They argued that the part visible at the chromospheric level as
swirls depends on the magnetic field strength and its topology.
The observed rotational motions driven by photospheric vor-
tex flows are very important because they can play a key role
in energy, mass, and momentum transfer between the subsurface
and the upper layers of the Sun. Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012)
found that due to vortex flows a sufficient amount of Poynting
flux could be carried upwards and transformed into substan-
tial heating. Swirling motions could also generate shocks and
be a natural driver of different types of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) waves, e.g. torsional Alfvén, kink, or sausage (Fedun
et al. 2011a; Shelyag et al. 2013). These waves can also transport
an amount of energy (see e.g. Mumford et al. 2015; Mumford &
Erdélyi 2015) that can be dissipated in the upper solar layers.
In this paper, using a long high-cadence time series of two-
dimensional high-resolution CRISP Hα and Ca ii 8542Å ima-
ging spectroscopy observations, as well as Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager (HMI; Scherrer et al. 2012) magnetograms and
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) si-
multaneous observations of the same area, we investigate (mos-
tly at the chromosphere) the appearance, characteristics, sub-
structure, and dynamics of a persistent vortex flow. Such a flow
is reported for the first time in the Hα line centre and resembles a
small-scale quiet-Sun tornado in contrast to previously reported
short-lived, small-scale swirls.
2. Observations and methodology
Two data sets of multiwavelength imaging spectroscopy of a
quiet-Sun region were obtained on June 7, 2014, between 07:32
UT – 08:21 UT and 08:28 UT – 09:16 UT with CRISP at
SST. They consist of high-cadence (i.e. 4 seconds) time series
of spectral images sampling (1) the Hα 6562.81Å line profile
at seven wavelengths (the line centre, Hα±0.26Å, Hα±0.77Å,
and Hα±1.03Å) using a narrowband filter of 0.061Å, (2) the
Ca ii 8542Å line profile at seven wavelengths (the line centre,
Ca ii±0.055Å, Ca ii±0.11Å, and Ca ii±0.495Å) using a narro-
wband filter of 0.107Å, (3) the Hα line with a wideband filter
of 4.9Å, and (4) the Ca ii 8542Å line using a wideband filter of
9.3Å. The Ca ii time series has a small temporal offset of ∼2 s
compared to the Hα time series, while both wideband time series
are available only for the first data set (07:32 UT – 08:21 UT).
These high spatial resolution images of 0.059′′ and 0.0576′′ per
pixel for the Hα and Ca ii 8542Å lines, respectively, were achie-
ved thanks to the SST adaptive optics system (Scharmer et al.
2003b) and the Multi-Object Multi-Frame Blind Deconvolution
(MOMFBD; van Noort et al. 2005) image restoration method.
Earlier versions of the CRISP data reduction pipeline (CRIS-
PRED; de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2015) were used for the pre-
paration of the acquired spectral datacubes.
CRISP’s field of view (FOV) covers a quiet-Sun area in the
south-west solar hemisphere of about 60′′× 60′′ (see Figure 1,
upper row). Its y-axis is rotated around the image centre, loca-
ted at (x, y) = (128′′,−594′′), by ∼60◦ and ∼63◦ anticlockwise
with respect to solar north for the first and second time series
respectively (see Figure 1). The co-alignment between the two
time series, using the closest in time blue-wing image at Hα-
1.03Å and some persistent bright features, revealed that there
is a small spatial shift for the latter time series of ∼ 1′′ in both
directions, which has been taken into account.
Almost at the centre of the FOV and at the centre of a su-
pergranule, a conspicuous persistent vortex flow is clearly ob-
served. A 17.3′′× 19′′ region of interest (ROI) that contains it
was selected for further analysis. As the pixel sizes of Hα and
Ca ii 8542Å images slightly differ, co-alignment between the
two time series, based again on persistent bright features ob-
served in both lines, has been performed close to the analysed
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Fig. 1. Top left: SDO/AIA He ii 304Å image with an overplotted rectangle marking the full FOV of the CRISP observations. Top right: Co-
temporal full FOV CRISP Hα line centre sample image with an overplotted rectangle marking the ROI. The bottom two rows show the ROI in the
seven different wavelengths along the Hα and the Ca ii 8542Å profiles, while the overplotted yellow circle in the line-centre Hα panel indicates
the location of the analysed conspicuous vortex flow.
vortex. This results in a subarcsecond difference between the
same pixels of the ROI at its right edge, far away from the vortex
area and thus not influencing our analysis. Figure 1 shows snaps-
hots of the ROI along the Hα and Ca ii line profiles (bottom two
rows), with the location of the analysed vortex flow clearly mar-
ked by a yellow circle.
For our analysis we also use several UV and Extreme ul-
traviolet (EUV) channels observed with AIA on board the So-
lar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012). The
used 1700Å, He ii 304Å, 1600Å, Fe viii 131Å, Fe ix 171Å,
Fe xii 193Å, Fe xiv 211Å, and Fe xvi 335Å channels, in
ascending order of characteristic temperatures of log T =
3.7, 4.7, 5, 5.6, 5.8, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, respectively, cover a wide
range of the solar atmosphere from the upper photosphere to
the corona. We note that the 1600Å channel detects emission
in the continuum from the photosphere, but also emission from
hotter plasma lines including the C iv line. The 193Å channel
also contains contributions from Fe xxiv (logT = 7.3) and the
131Å from Fe xxi (logT = 7). These latter log T > 7 tempera-
ture contributions are, however, hardly present in quiet-Sun. All
AIA data were post-processed with standard Solarsoft routines
to level 1.5. Furthermore, as no high-resolution magnetograms
were available for these observations, we have used line-of-sight
(LOS) magnetograms observed by HMI on board SDO. The tem-
poral range of the AIA and HMI time series coincides with the
SST observing intervals (07:32 UT – 09:16 UT) except for the
AIA 1600Å, and 1700Å time series that stop at 08:34 UT. Cut-
outs corresponding to the ROI were extracted from the 0.6′′ per
pixel size full-disc AIA image time series (temporal cadence of
12 s) and the 0.5′′ per pixel size full-disc HMI image time series
(temporal cadence of 45 s). All cut-outs were co-aligned with
the respective CRISP images by using the provided coordinate
information and visual inspection fine-tuning.
Doppler shifts of the Hα line core were derived by applying
a cubic spline interpolation to all Hα observed profiles and de-
fining the wavelength shift of their minimum intensity with re-
spect to the Hα line-centre rest wavelength. Unfortunately, Dop-
pler shifts could not be derived from the Ca ii 8542 Å line profile
as the wavelength sampling coverage is regular only close to the
line centre and does not allow proper spline interpolation and de-
rivation of Doppler shift amplitudes such as those derived from
Hα (see Sect. 3.3). An existing systematic LOS Doppler shift,
including a red-shift contribution from solar rotation due to the
location of the ROI, was derived from the average Hα profile of
the whole ROI for each image of the time series and subtracted
from the derived Doppler shifts at each pixel of the respective
image. The derived Hα Doppler shifts are only a qualitative and
not a quantitative representation of the actual LOS velocity as the
shape of the Hα line profile not only reflects velocity changes,
but also has significant temperature and opacity contributions.
Furthermore, it is important to remember that there are signifi-
cant projection effects as the ROI is located far away from the
disc centre.
3. Results
3.1. Appearance of the vortex flow in different lines
3.1.1. Vortex flow in Hα and Ca ii 8542Å
The conspicuous vortex flow (marked with yellow circles in
Figs. 1 and 4) comprising several chromospheric swirls (see
Sect. 3.2 for further discussion) is clearly seen at the Hα line-
centre and near line-centre wavelengths, i.e. at ±0.26Å, due
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to its significant opacity contribution to the intensity profile in
all near line-centre wavelengths (second row of Figure 1 and
Figure 4). However, it is much clearer at Hα-0.26Å than at
Hα+0.26Å indicating substantial upwards velocity contributi-
ons (see Figs. 4f, m, and t). As opacity effects are almost negli-
gible in wing wavelengths, in the far blue wings of the Hα line
faint signatures of upwards swirling motions are sometimes vi-
sible even at Hα-0.77Å (see Figure 4v and w), but not in the
respective red wing wavelengths. Furthermore, several upflow
events in the vortex area are visible at Hα-0.77Å and to a lesser
extent at Hα-1.03Å. These upflow events are possibly related to
the small-scale intergranular jets detected in off-band Hα ima-
ges and thought to be associated with vortex tubes (Yurchyshyn
et al. 2011); spontaneous eruptions driven by vortex tubes have
also been found in numerical simulations (Kitiashvili 2014). Ho-
wever, it is not easy to make a precise association between the
upflow events and the vortex flow due to the complexity of the
flow evolution within the ROI. This flow is, moreover, clearly
affected by the presence of fibril-like structures, mostly by those
found at the right and top right (west and north-west) borders of
the vortex flow, which are sometimes clearly interacting with it
(see Figure 4b, j, and o). In the red wings of the Hα line, mainly
at Hα+0.77Å but also at Hα+1.03Å, some downflows are vi-
sible largely along or above the intergranular lanes. In conclu-
sion, the discussed behaviour along the Hα line profile clearly
suggests that the analysed vortex flow is mostly associated with
upwards material motions.
In the Ca ii 8542Å line the picture is somewhat different to
that of Hα (third row of Figure 1 and Figure 5). Although chro-
mospheric swirls were first observed in the Ca ii 8542Å line (see
references in Sect. 1), the conspicuous Hα vortex flow is not seen
at all, even at the Ca ii 8542Å line centre (cf. Figure 5c and the
corresponding Hα image in Figure 4g). This may suggest that the
vortex flow seen in the Hα line-centre and near line-centre wa-
velengths lies higher than the formation height of the Ca ii line
centre. The latter, according to the three-dimensional non-local
thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) radiative transfer com-
putations of Leenaarts et al. (2009) is formed at ∼ 1 Mm above
the photosphere (see their Fig. 4), while the Hα line centre is
formed at ∼ 1.5 Mm (almost 0.5 Mm higher, see Fig. 4 of Leen-
aarts et al. 2012) with some significant contributions also from
lower heights close to 0.4 Mm. Even Hα±0.26 Å, where the vor-
tex flow is also clearly seen (see Figure 4), seems to mostly form
above the Ca ii 8542Å line centre. However, what is also seen in
the Ca ii 8542Å line-centre and near line-centre wavelengths, i.e.
±0.055Å and ±0.11Å, is the vortex substructure (see Figure 5,
panels a to e) seen also in the Hα line-centre and near line-centre
wavelengths and discussed in Sect. 3.2. This most probably sug-
gests that these substructures are lying at the formation height
of the Ca ii 8542Å line-centre and near line-centre wavelengths,
below the apparent vortex flow height. Furthermore, we can also
see in the Ca ii 8542Å line extreme blue wing upflow events si-
milar to those seen in Hα (see Figure 5f which depicts the same
upflow event seen in Hα in Figure 4v).
Similarly to Hα, individual swirls are also simultaneously
seen in blue and red near line-centre Ca ii wavelengths, due to
the opacity of these absorbing structures. They are much clearer
in the blue wing because of a significant upwards velocity con-
tribution to the respective line intensity. Generally, similar struc-
tures are thicker and sharper in Hα than in Ca ii 8542 Å, due to
differences in the formation mechanism of these lines and thus
in the rendering of the chromosphere (see Cauzzi et al. 2009, for
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Fig. 2. Average (stacked) images of the apparent vortex area in HMI
(top row) and Hα−1.03Å (bottom row) for certain similar time inter-
vals. The first column shows an average image of the entire observed
second time series, while the other columns show average images for
shorter time intervals within the second time series that are denoted
within each image. The overplotted yellow circle indicates the location
of the analysed conspicuous vortex flow as seen in Hα.
an interesting comparison and discussion about the formation of
these two lines). The detection of swirls in Ca ii is mostly possi-
ble only by direct comparison with the corresponding Hα vortex
flow images.
3.1.2. Vortex flow in SDO/HMI and SDO/AIA channels
The HMI magnetograms do not indicate the presence of strong
magnetic flux concentrations within the apparent vortex flow
area. Inspection of the HMI time series (indicative images are
shown in Figure 2, first row) reveals very low magnetic fields
in this region, within the ∼20–30 Gauss HMI uncertainty, with
a very noisy temporal behaviour. However, at certain time inter-
vals, low magnetic flux concentrations systematically appear at
specific (although variable with time) locations within the vortex
area. Amplitude-wise, they are still below the HMI uncertainty,
but they do imply the appearence/existence of a magnetic struc-
ture. Comparison of HMI images with the respective Hα-1.03
Å far blue-wing images (far red-wing images are similar) in Fi-
gure 2, second row, does not reveal any particular association
between magnetic field concentrations and Hα BPs that are usu-
ally related to small-scale magnetic elements with field strengths
≫100 G and often up to kG levels. The same holds for both
Ca ii wings. Only the low spatial resolution 1600 Å and 1700 Å
AIA channels indicate a faint co-spatial intensity enhancement.
As the BP intensity contrast increases quickly with the magnetic
field (Riethmüller et al. 2014) but does not strongly depend on
their diameter, the absence of any associated Hα BPs with the
observed magnetic flux concentrations in the low spatial resolu-
tion HMI images suggests the existence of either very low spa-
tially diffused magnetic fields or some spatially unresolved kG-
strength fields. The latter possibility, although rather unlikely,
cannot be convincingly excluded from the present observations.
Strong fields within unresolved BPs with diameters much lower
than the Hα spatial resolution would only show a weak magnetic
flux signature in HMI and possibly some intensity enhancement
in the low-temperature AIA channels.
The SDO/AIA observations allow the investigation of the re-
sponse of the atmospheric layers above the chromosphere up to
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Fig. 3. Average (stacked) image of the apparent vortex area in all obser-
ved AIA channels mapping increasing temperatures within atmospheric
layers from the photosphere to the corona. Averaging has been perfor-
med over the entire observing interval of 07:32 UT – 08:34 UT for the
1600Å and 1700Å channels and 07:32 UT – 09:16 UT for all other
AIA channels (see Sect. 2). The overplotted yellow circle indicates the
location of the analysed conspicuous vortex flow as seen in Hα.
the corona to the vortex flow. The average (stacked) temporal
images of the apparent vortex flow area in eight AIA channels
(see Figure 3) indicate that the vortex flow may have a corre-
sponding response seen up to the Fe xvi 355 Å passband that is
detected as an intensity decrease (dark patch) within the vortex
area. There is nothing clearly noticeable higher up in the Fe xii
193Å, Fe xiv 211Å channels. This EUV dark patch is for low
temperature channels smaller than the Hα vortex flow area (yel-
low circle), but never exceeds its size; it seems to expand in size
and move slightly towards the north-east with increasing tempe-
ratures and roughly higher atmospheric layers.
The corresponding time series of the observed AIA chan-
nels indicate a rather dynamic behaviour. The intensity, which
on average remains lower than in adjacent regions (see Figure 3
and above), fluctuates with time within or close to the area of
the apparent vortex, especially for channels corresponding to the
transition region and low corona temperatures. However, these
temporal variations cannot be directly linked to the respective
dynamics observed in the Hα or the Ca ii 8542Å line due to the
ten-times lower resolution of the AIA observations.
Although there is always some doubt concerning the rela-
tion of this dark patch to the Hα vortex flow (despite their co-
alignment), we must note that it is similar to the intensity absorp-
tion detected as a signal of chromospheric swirls in SDO/AIA
channels by Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012). However, they also
reported higher intensities in AIA channels on the periphery of
the apparent vortices in Ca ii 8542 Å and in the edges of the
ring fragments, which are not observed in our case. It is unclear
whether this latter difference stems from the absence of asso-
ciated BPs, contrary to the observations of Wedemeyer-Böhm
et al. (2012) where such an association clearly exists. The lo-
wer intensities we observe are also reminiscent of the dark ca-
vities observed in larger scale long-lived tornadoes (see e.g. Li
et al. 2012) that are generally co-located with barbs in fila-
ments/prominences along polarity inversion lines, although no
circular brightening is observed around them.
If the observed AIA intensity depletion is related to the ob-
served vortex flow, it would imply that all atmospheric layers
within or close to its location (yellow circle) are somehow con-
nected by a coherent structure that expands with height, which
never exceeds the size of the area of the Hα vortex flow and starts
tilting from the transition region and higher. Although no BPs are
seen within the vortex area either at the Hα or Ca ii wings, which
could point to magnetically driven swirling motions (as sugge-
sted by Wedemeyer et al. 2013 and Wedemeyer & Steiner 2014),
this apparent expansion with height resembles the expansion of
magnetic structures widely observed at the Sun.
3.2. Characteristics and substructure of the vortex flow
The Hα vortex flow, clearly seen in Figure 4 (yellow circle), has
an almost circular shape with a radius of ∼3′′ and a variable cen-
tre around position (x, y) = (124.8′′,−592′′). The vortex size is
larger than the majority of those previously observed and repor-
ted in Ca ii H (Bonet et al. 2008), Ca ii 8542 Å (Wedemeyer-
Böhm & Rouppe van der Voort 2009), Fe i 5250.2Å (Bonet
et al. 2010), or even Hα (Park et al. 2016), which have a ra-
dius of ∼ 0.5′′ − 2′′. It is only comparable with the mean ra-
dius of 2′′ ± 0.7′′ or the radius of individual swirls observed by
Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012) in Ca ii 8542 Å (see their sup-
plementary Table 1). In addition to its impressive size, the most
striking characteristics are its persistence and long duration, as it
is clearly visible during almost the entire observational interval,
i.e for ∼100 min. This is far longer than any duration reported
so far (usually in the range of 5–16 min) for small-scale vortices
or individual swirls (e.g. Bonet et al. 2010; Wedemeyer-Böhm
et al. 2012). The conspicuous rotation of the vortex flow is cloc-
kwise as we will further analyse below (see also movie attached
to Figure 4).
A closer examination of the entire 1.7 h Hα time series re-
veals the presence of at least four smaller swirls within or ad-
jacent to the conspicuous large vortex flow. Their approximate
location is roughly denoted by red, green, cyan, and orange ci-
rcles in Figure 4, while their exact location centroid and shape
varies greatly with time. Three of these swirls, marked by red,
cyan, and orange circles in Figure 4, are clearly visible at certain
time intervals during the entire time series. The presence of the
fourth swirl, marked by a green circle in Figure 4, is mostly re-
vealed through its interaction with nearby fibril-like structures as
their material is forced to twist and follow the swirling flow. All
these swirls are not always visible during the entire time series,
but they are intermittent and reappear around the same location.
Their durations (of the order of a few minutes) and sizes ma-
tch those previously reported in the literature for chromospheric
swirls.
In particular, the swirl marked by a red circle is the most re-
gular one, with its centroid coinciding with the centroid of the
conspicuous large vortex flow (yellow circle) and when clearly
observed seems to rotate clockwise. This is probably the core
swirl of the large vortex flow. The swirl marked by a green cir-
cle, lying on the northwest border of the large vortex flow is the
most irregular one as it is barely noticeable and only indirectly,
as already noted above (see Figure 4b, i, j, and p). Its low ob-
servability probably stems from its close proximity to a chain
of overlying fibril-like structures that cover the area most of the
time. This rare and small swirl seems to rotate anticlockwise.
The swirl marked by a cyan circle is the most intriguing one and
like the swirl marked by a red circle seems to be intermittent
but quite regular. Most of the time its centroid is just outside the
conspicuous large vortex flow at its south-west border (see Fi-
gure 4c, d, and r); however, at times it seems to move inside it
(see Figure 4k). It is mostly rotating anticlockwise, but someti-
mes its rotation changes to clockwise. Just like the swirl marked
by a green circle, at times it interacts with nearby fibril-like struc-
tures and twists their material flow (see Figure 4o). This swirl
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Fig. 4. Indicative images of the conspicuous vortex flow (yellow circle) at different times and wavelengths of the Hα line. Red, green, cyan, and
orange circles mark the smaller observed swirls discussed in Sect. 3.2 that exhibit different morphological structures and patterns. The temporal
evolution of the vortex flow in Hα line-centre intensity is shown in the left panel of the movie available online.
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Fig. 5. Indicative images of the ROI, almost co-temporal with respective
Hα images of Figure 4, at different wavelengths of the Ca ii 8542Å
line. The yellow circle denotes the area of the conspicuous Hα vortex
flow (e.g. Figure 4g) while red, green, and orange circles denote smaller
observed swirls also seen in Hα (see panels of Figure 4) and discussed
in Sect. 3.2. The white rectangle in image (f) encloses the upflow event
also seen in the extreme Hα blue wing (Figure 4v).
has been thoroughly analysed by Park et al. (2016), but only for
a few minutes during the first part of the observed time series.
The swirl marked by an orange circle is the most rarely obser-
ved one, briefly visible for a few time intervals (see Figure 4n, q,
and u) within the large vortex flow close to its south-east region
and seems to rotate clockwise. It is, however, not clear whether
it is really an independent swirl or rather the same as the swirl
marked by a red circle with its centroid location largely displa-
ced.
It should be noted that the locations of the swirls marked by
a red and cyan circle coincide with the locations of the magne-
tic flux enhancements that are observed in HMI (see Figure 2)
with the flux enhancement associated with the latter being much
stronger. However, as already mentioned, there seem to be no no-
table BPs observed in Hα or Ca ii 8542Å associated with these
HMI magnetic flux enhancements, but only a faint intensity en-
hancement in the 1600Å and 1700Å AIA channels associated
with the location of the swirl marked by a cyan circle.
In the Ca ii 8542Å line (see Figure 5 for indicative snaps-
hots), most of the individual swirls are sometimes visible si-
multaneously with the corresponding Hα swirls, but usually as
small, much fainter, and less thick dark patches and with a small
spatial offset. In particular, the swirl marked by a red circle is
notably the most visible one in line-centre and near line-centre
Ca ii wavelengths, following our previous suggestion that this is
probably the core swirl of the large vortex flow. The swirls mar-
ked by the green and orange circles are hardly visible and are
rarely observed compared to the swirl marked by the red circle,
while the swirl marked by the cyan circle is not seen at all. This
indicates that this swirl probably lies above the formation height
of the Ca ii 8542Å line. This is also suggested by its noted inte-
raction with nearby Hα fibril-like structures, which are not seen
in the respective Ca ii 8542Å images.
The smaller size of the central swirl observed in the Ca ii
8542Å line compared to the larger size of the Hα conspicuous
vortex flow fits the big picture of vortices being magnetically ro-
tating structures whose diameters increase with height as a result
of the decrease in the gas pressure balancing the magnetic pres-
sure of the structure. The result is a funnel-like rotating structure,
as also indicated by its area expansion in AIA channels.
It is not clear whether the aforementioned smaller swirls are
manifestations of the intricate substructure of the large vortex
flow itself or separate individual swirls that form and appear
intermittently within and around the large conspicuous vortex
flow. Swirls are thought to rotate approximately as rigid bodies
(Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012); however, this is probably not
exactly the case. Any deviations from this uniform quasi-rigid
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Fig. 6. Indicative Hα and Ca ii 8542Å images at two extreme wing
wavelengths indicating the positions (white rectangles) of the leading
bright rims and trailing dark edges within the conspicuous vortex flow
(yellow circle) discussed in Sect. 3.2.
body rotation in neighbouring layers of the vortex flow, induced
by internal (e.g. waves) or external (e.g. nearby structures) fac-
tors, could create instabilities, and thus the temporal appearance
of smaller eddies or vortices. Fedun et al. (2011b), for example,
using full non-linear three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic
simulations of a vortex-driven magnetic flux tube, have shown
that the twisting of an open flux tube by photospheric vortices
leads to the formation of swirling patches higher in the atmosp-
here due to the spatially dependent frequency filtering of genera-
ted torsional Alfvén waves. The presence of waves in the vortex
region will be extensively analysed in a future work.
The morphology of the conspicuous vortex flow and of the
individual swirls in Hα includes all schematic patterns reported
in literature to date (see Fig. 3 in Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe
van der Voort 2009, for an overview). The observed swirl pat-
terns vary with time; occasionally rings (Figure 4l and p), ring
fragments (Figure 4v and w), spirals (Figure 4t and s), and spiral
arms/arcs (Figure 4m, j and t) are present. Sometimes more than
one of these patterns can be seen. The observed swirl patterns
are highly variable, with the exception of arcs that are visible for
longer times. They fade away and reappear as a result of variable
visibility also caused by nearby flows in the area and/or interacti-
ons with them. In the Ca ii 8542Å line, structures are not as clear
as in Hα (see Figure 5); mostly rings, ring fragments, and spiral
arms/arcs are occasionally seen as parts of the smaller swirls.
Furthermore, in agreement with previous observations and
simulations, lanes composed of leading bright rims and trailing
dark edges are present (see Figure 6) in underlying and nearby
granules both in Hα and the Ca ii 8542Å line, which are con-
sidered a visible signature of horizontally oriented vortex tubes
(Steiner et al. 2010). Our observations in both lines indicate the
presence of such structures also in the blue wing, apart from the
red wing where they have been examined in those observations
and simulations. This suggests that the formation of such rims
and edges, which has been mainly attributed to velocity, also has
a significant contribution from opacity and temperature.
3.3. Doppler velocities
Figure 7 shows indicative maps of the derived Doppler velocities
illustrating vortex-related patterns, such as rings, ring fragments,
spirals, and spiral arms/arcs, as also seen in the respective inten-
sity images (see Figure 4). These patterns are clearly associa-
ted with upwards velocity motions (negative Doppler velocities)
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Fig. 8. Top panel: Variations in mean upwards Doppler velocity (red di-
amonds) of vortex-related structures within the conspicuous vortex area
(yellow circle in Figs. 1 and 4) and their respective errors (standard de-
viation, grey lines). Bottom panel: Percentage of the conspicuous vortex
area (yellow circle in previous figures) that is occupied by the identified
upwards-moving vortex-related structures as a function of time, used
for the derivation of the mean upwards Doppler velocity presented in
the top panel.
with a velocity amplitude up to ∼8 km s−1, similar to the value
derived by Park et al. (2016). A better overview of these upwards
motions is provided in Figure 8 (top panel), which shows the
mean upwards Doppler velocity of vortex-related patterns within
the conspicuous vortex flow area as a function of time. These
upwards-moving structures are identified in each intensity image
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Fig. 9. Unsharp-masked (see text for details) Hα line-centre intensity images (first column) and corresponding time-slice Hα line-centre intensity
and Doppler velocity images along the horizontal (Cols. 2 and 3, respectively) and the vertical (Cols. 4 and 5, respectively) slits shown in the
first column images as green lines. The two slits pass from the approximate visual centres of the chosen swirls, marked by red and cyan circles in
Figure 4. The yellow circle in the first column images and the yellow vertical lines in the time-slice images indicate the borders of the conspicuous
vortex flow; vertical green lines on the time-slice images show the approximate centre position of the respective swirl, while horizontal white lines
indicate the time corresponding to the image shown in the first column. In velocity time-slice images negative and positive Doppler velocities
indicate upwards and downwards LOS motions, respectively.
as absorbing (dark) structures with a line-centre intensity below
a certain count threshold. The count threshold is variable with
time as it is corrected for intensity variations (e.g. due to seeing
effects) that are derived from the average line-centre intensity va-
riation of the entire ROI. The derived upwards velocities, with an
overall mean value of -2.9±0.7 km s−1, when taking into account
respective errors and projection corrections, as the centre of the
ROI lies at a latitude ∼38◦ south of the solar equator and a longi-
tude of ∼10◦ west of the central meridian, are within the reported
in literature values (e.g. Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der
Voort 2009). The respective area occupied by vortex-related up-
wards moving structures (see Figure 8, bottom panel) also varies
with time around an overall mean value of at least 24.2±8.4%, as
this obviously depends on the above-mentioned selected count
threshold. We note that this threshold-dependence for the deri-
ved Doppler velocities is rather weak, while variations in both
quantities do not depend on the chosen threshold. Both the am-
plitude of Doppler velocities and the respective vortex-structure
areas increase with time and are higher during the second part of
the observations, reflecting a vortex flow that is much richer in
structure, even visually.
3.4. Dynamics
In order to better understand the dynamics of the vortex flow
we investigate temporal variations in intensity in both lines and
Doppler velocity in Hα along horizontal and vertical slits in the
respective two-dimensional image time series (time-slice ima-
ges). As the large vortex flow shows several intermittent swi-
rls (see Sect. 3.2), we investigate two of them (marked by red
and cyan circles in Figure 4), for specific time ranges when
the respective swirl is clearly visible. In order to enhance visi-
bility in both chosen Hα and Ca ii intensity images (line cen-
tre and -0.055Å, respectively), we have applied unsharp mas-
king by subtracting the corresponding smoothed image obtained
with the Interactive Data Language (IDL) SolarSoft procedure
filter_image.pro (using its default values) from each image of the
time series. Figures 9 and 10 show time-slice images in Hα and
Ca ii, respectively, for the same swirls, locations, and time ran-
ges. Although, as already pointed out in Sect. 3.2, the respective
swirl centres generally do not exactly coincide in the two lines,
our choice of common slits makes comparison between them ea-
sier.
As the dynamics in Hα of the central swirl marked by a red
circle indicate (top row of Figure 9), there is a completely dif-
ferent dynamical behaviour inside and outside the borders of the
vortex flow that seems to be similar along the two investigated
directions. However, the vortex dynamics is sometimes affected
by the presence and dynamical behaviour of fibril-like structures
(see Figure 1 and left panel of the movie attached to Figure 4)
in the upper right part of the vortex flow that corresponds to the
right part of all time-slice images. These structures are mostly
clearly seen outside the borders of the vortex as dark (absorbing)
intensity features or as downflows in Doppler velocity time sli-
ces (e.g. top left panel of Figure 9 along the horizontal slit for
times above 600 s). Sometimes, however, as in this particular
case, they penetrate well inside the respective vortex flow bor-
ders (indicated by the vertical yellow lines) perturbing the vor-
tex dynamics further. In the Ca ii 8542Å line (see Figure 10) the
vortex flow clearly does not extend to the borders of the Hα vor-
tex flow, but is spatially limited closer to its centre, in line with
the morphological description provided in Sect. 3.2.
The unsharp-masked Hα intensity images (Figure 9) show
several spiral arms starting from the centre of the two swirls,
seen as alternating dark and bright features propagating out-
wards in opposite directions for several minutes. This propaga-
tion seems to be facilitated for both swirls along the south–north
direction (vertical slit) as there is clearly more spiral structure al-
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Fig. 10. Time-slice Ca ii-0.055Å intensity images derived from the re-
spective unsharp-masked images (see text for details) along the same
horizontal (Col. 1) and vertical (Col. 2) slits shown on the unsharp-
masked Hα intensity image of Figure 9 (Col. 1) as green lines. The slits
pass from the same approximate visual centres of the chosen swirl mar-
ked by a red circle (Row 1) and the swirl marked by a cyan circle (Row
2) of Figure 9. The yellow vertical lines indicate the borders of the con-
spicuous vortex flow, while vertical green lines show the approximate
centre position of the respective swirl.
ong the corresponding time slices than the respective horizontal
ones. Furthermore, we note that the outward propagation is not
linear as there is clearly a complementary swinging motion with
time that is present almost everywhere in our ROI and within the
vortex area. The presence of this oscillatory behaviour at every
location within the vortex flow with time is probably suggestive
of a rigidly or quasi-rigidly rotating vortex structure. From the
linear-trend of the expansion of the outmost spiral features in the
intensity images along the vertical slit we can estimate an expan-
sion velocity of the order of 3 km s−1. This is slightly lower than
the expanding motion of 4–6 km s−1 derived for a small-scale
Hα swirl by Park et al. (2016). The derived expansion velocity
mostly pertains to the visual expansion of the structure itself (i.e.
of its spirals if it could be roughly described by a logarithmic
spiral). Therefore, it should not be confused with any horizontal
vortex flow velocities derived in literature (e.g. simulations by
Moll et al. 2011a; Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012). However, the
possibility of any superimposed horizontal velocity components
stemming from other present flows in this dynamic quiet-Sun
region cannot be excluded. At this point, it is worth mentioning
that Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012) estimated radial velocities
at the formation height of the Hα line centre of ∼ 10−12 km s−1.
The corresponding Hα Doppler velocity slices in Figure 9
provide a rather different and somewhat confusing behaviour for
the two swirls. While the swirl marked by a red circle (top row)
shows both downwards and upwards motion with time, the swirl
marked by a cyan circle is associated mostly with downwards
motions. There are some temporal instances where alternating
upwards and downwards motions follow the different, present
spiral arms with the most notable one for the swirl marked by a
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Fig. 11. Toy model of a clockwise rigidly rotating logarithmic spiral
with a swinging motion. Panel (a): Snapshot of the logarithmic spiral
with the red circle denoting the circular slit used for the time-angle
slices of panels (c) and (d) with the clockwise angle defined as in Fi-
gure 12(b). The arrow indicates the direction of the imposed swinging
motion. Panel (b): Time-slice image along the green horizontal slit of
panel (a). Panel (c): Time-angle slice along the circular red slit of panel
(a) with the swinging motion inhibited. Panel (d): Same as panel (c), but
with swinging motion. In all panels we have used arbitrary spatial and
temporal units while the logarithmic spiral has been rotated six times
with a rotational period Trot.
cyan circle (second row of Figure 9 along the vertical slit and for
the temporal range of 1430–1580 s).
The time-slice Ca ii intensity images (Figure 10) are very dif-
ferent to the respective Hα images in line with the differences be-
tween the two lines already described in previous sections (see
Sect. 3.1.1). The richness of outward moving spiral arms obser-
ved in Hα is not present at all. There are only faint signatures
of them, mostly visible for the swirl marked by a cyan circle
(bottom row) rather than within the swirl marked by a red circle
(top row) and in any case very close to the swirl centre.
We note that in the intensity Hα time slices (see also left
panel of movie attached to Figure 4), at specific locations within
the apparent vortex area (top row of Figure 9) there are some per-
sisting dark features appearing, due to unsharp masking, as fea-
tureless regions (e.g. at x = 122′′ to 123.5′′ and at y = −594.5′′
to −593′′). These features, when looking at the entire time se-
ries, are present at the end of the first observing interval and the
beginning of the second one. Their exact location varies slig-
htly with time and their intensity also seems to be modulated by
oscillations within the vortex. It is not clear whether these per-
sistent dark structures represent static vortex-related spiral arms
and arcs or material from overlying and nearby structures trap-
ped by the overall vortex flow. Only some very faint signatures of
such features are observed in the Ca ii 8542Å line, but for shorter
time intervals than in Hα, indicating that these features mostly
reside higher than the formation height of the Ca ii 8542Å near
line-centre wavelengths.
In order to better understand the behaviour of the Hα vor-
tex flow and check whether it could be described by a rigidly
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Fig. 12. Panel (a): Time-slice images of Hα-0.26Å intensity (black and white images) and derived Doppler velocities (coloured images) along
circular slits of different radius r (in ′′) from a common centre at (x, y) = (124.8′′,−592′′), such as the one shown in the Hα-0.26Å image of
panel (b). The X-axis represents time running from the start of the observations and the Y-axis denotes the angle in degrees at the centre of
the circle that is subtended by the arcs starting at the west of the image and measured in the clockwise direction. In intensity time-slice images
black indicates absorbing features, while negative and positive Doppler velocities indicate respectively upwards and downwards LOS motions
(the Doppler velocity scale is similar to that in Figure 9). Panel (b): Indicative Hα-0.26Å image with the circular slices of increasing radius and
respective clockwise angles used for the time-slice images of panel (a) marked on it.
rotating logarithmic spiral as in the work of Bonet et al. (2008)
and more recently in the work of Mumford & Erdélyi (2015), we
have used a toy model of a clockwise rotating logarithmic spiral
with an imposed arbitrary swinging motion that is shown in Fi-
gure 11. The resulting time slices, shown in Figure 11b, exhibit
similar, concave, outward-propagating swinging structures, cor-
responding to the spirals of the vortex, just like those seen in
the time-slice images (see Figure 9 and its description above).
We should note that in the absence of a swinging motion these
structures would simply be concave. However, in time slices de-
rived from observations these structures do not appear regular
and symmetric to the vortex centre as they do in the toy model,
indicating that either this vortex is not precisely an ideal loga-
rithmic spiral or that even if at times it starts as one, it is then
highly perturbed by internal (e.g. waves) or external (e.g. nearby
flows) forcing.
Another way to analyse the intricate dynamics of the whole
apparent vortex flow, rather than that of the individual swirls, is
by constructing time-angle slice images taken along circular slits
of different radius r from the centre of the conspicuous flow, as
shown in panel (a) of Figure 12 and in Figure 13, with the angle
measured in a clockwise direction as indicated in Figure 12b.
Clockwise rotating absorbing structures, such as the upwards
moving spirals of the vortex, should appear both in intensity and
Doppler velocity time slices as acute-angle propagating structu-
res and this is clearly the case. The vortex-related activity is seen
in Hα intensity and Doppler velocity time slices (see Figure 12)
for the entire ∼ 1.7 h duration of our observations. However, it
seems to be more evident and to exhibit more structure after the
second half of the first observing interval (i.e. after ∼1500 s).
This behaviour also roughly holds for the Ca ii 8542Å intensity
slices (Figure 13). Comparison of the Hα Doppler velocity time-
angle slices with the respective (or nearby) Hα intensity ones
shows a less confusing picture for the vortex flow pattern than
the time slices of individual swirls in Figure 9. They are quali-
tatively similar, at least within the vortex boundaries, indicating
that very dark (absorbing) intensity features, as already noted
before, are clearly mostly associated with upflows.
In the Ca ii 8542Å line (see Figure 13) the vortex flow is li-
mited within radii of ∼ 1′′while in Hα it extends to radii of at
least 2′′, suggesting a funnel-like expansion of the vortex struc-
ture with height. Furthermore, this difference in the appearance
and behaviour of the vortex flow in the two lines does seem to
suggest the presence of a central vortex driving. Even the beha-
viour of the time-angle slices for the same line with increasing
radius from the centre and particularly the more uniform pattern
observed near the centre that gets more complicated and structu-
red as we move radially outwards, is indicative of such a central
engine that powers the whole vortex flow. This is in line with
suggestions already made in Sect. 3.2 about the swirl marked by
a red circle that is mostly located around the vortex flow centre.
In time-angle slices closer to the centre (i.e. r = 0.2′′), in
both lines, vortex-related structures show a complete rotation.
However, further out (i.e. r ≥ 1′′), complete rotation is clearly
disrupted a) by some persisting (with time) dark features (e.g. at
an angle ∼ 200◦) as noted before, b) by the presence and dyna-
mical behaviour of fibril-like structures for angles in the range of
∼ 270◦ − 360◦, or c) some other internal or even external forcing
(see also below). However, it should be noted that the qualita-
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Fig. 13. Time-slice images of Ca ii-0.055Å in-
tensity along circular slits of different radius
r (in ′′) from a common centre at (x, y) =
(124.8′′,−592′′), such as the one shown in pa-
nel (b) of Figure 12. Black indicates absorbing
features. For a description of the axes see the
caption of Figure 12.
tively similar behaviour between time-angle slices for different
radii is suggestive of a rigidly or quasi-rigidly rotating structure.
The toy model in Figure 11 demonstrates the behaviour of
the vortex flow as if it were a rigidly clockwise rotating loga-
rithmic spiral structure. The constructed angle-time slices of pa-
nels (c) and (d), respectively without and with imposed swinging
motion, indicate similar patterns to those seen in the respective
figures derived from observations in Figs. 12 and 13. Their com-
parison indicates that close to the centre of the flow (r = 0.2′′)
the observed behaviour is clearly more like the case of a non-
swinging rotating logarithmic spiral, or at least one exhibiting
less enhanced swinging with decreasing radii as even close to
the centre there is still at times signatures of such swinging mo-
tions (e.g. Figure 12 around 1000 and 5700 s). Furthermore, it
suggests that possibly the swinging motion could be another dri-
ver/component for the more complicated patterns seen in time-
angle slices as we move radially outwards.
Comparisons between the toy model and the observed time-
angle slices, particularly for the less disrupted pattern observed
for r = 0.2′′ in both lines, also provide a rough first estimate
of the rotation period of the vortex structure which seems to be
in the range from 200 to 300 s. This period is much lower than
the 35 min period reported by Bonet et al. (2010); however, it
is within the range of swirling periods derived from simulations
by Moll et al. (2011a). A more detailed study of oscillatory and
rotational periods will be provided in a future paper.
4. Discussion and conclusions
We have analysed a two-part 1.7 h time series (with a 7 min inter-
val) of a vortex flow simultaneously seen in a) high temporal and
spatial resolution CRISP observations in several wavelengths of
the Hα and Ca ii 8542Å lines covering the photosphere and chro-
mosphere, b) SDO/HMI LOS photospheric magnetograms, and
c) several channels of SDO/AIA covering solar atmospheric tem-
peratures/heights from the upper photosphere to the corona. For
the Hα line that has a regular wavelength coverage along its pro-
file, Doppler velocities have been also derived and analysed. Ob-
servations in Hα line-centre and near line-centre wavelengths
reveal the existence of a clockwise rotating vortex flow, which
in addition to its impressive size (comparable with some of the
largest swirls reported so far in literature), persists (at least) for
the entire duration of our observations. Such a long duration has
never been seen before at the chromospheric level and is far hig-
her than any value previously reported in the literature for such
small-scale vortex structures; it resembles a small-scale quiet-
Sun tornado in analogy to persistent giant tornadoes.
The vortex flow appears quite different in the Ca ii 8542Å
and Hα wavelengths: clearer, larger, and more structured in Hα
than in Ca ii 8542Å reflecting the different formation heights and
different responses of the two lines to the dynamics and structure
of the chromosphere. As inferred from the dynamics of the vor-
tex flow along intensity and Doppler-velocity time-angle slice
images along circular slits of different radius r from its centre,
in both lines the vortex flow is more structured mostly during
the second part of our time series. However, while in Hα the
vortex flow clearly extends to radii larger than 2′′, in the Ca ii
8542Å line it is limited only within radii of ∼ 1′′. Furthermore,
the vortex flow is occasionally clearly disrupted by the presence
of nearby flows that sometimes penetrate well within the vortex
flow boundaries and is further complicated by the existence of a
swinging motion, revealed in time-slice images that could be due
to internal forcing (e.g. waves) or to external forcing (e.g nearby
flows). The analysis of Hα Doppler velocities which confirms
the above-mentioned temporal behaviour of the vortex flow re-
veals that absorbing (dark) intensity structures within the vortex
flow occupy on average ∼ 25 ± 8% of the vortex area and have
a mean upwards LOS velocity of 2.9± 0.7 km s−1, with upwards
motions sometimes reaching up to 8 km s−1, well within the re-
ported literature values when also taking into account projection
effects. This is further complemented by the comparison of re-
spective time-angle intensity and Doppler velocity slices that re-
veal a correlation between dark absorbing structures (that repre-
sent spiral arms or fragments/patterns of the vortex structure)
and mostly upwards velocities.
The appearance of the vortex flow in Hα and Ca ii 8542Å
images, as well as its behaviour in time-angle slices of different
(increasing) radii suggests an apparent expansion of its size with
height. This expansion may also be related to the appearance of
the vortex flow as a dark (intensity-depleted) expanding patch in
different AIA channels with increasing temperature and to some
extent formation height, suggesting that the vortex structure pro-
bably spans a large height range. Furthermore, it resembles the
expansion of magnetic structures widely observed on the Sun;
however, no BPs are seen within the vortex area either at the
Hα or Ca ii wings that could clearly indicate magnetically dri-
ven swirling motions. Even the systematic appearance of some
magnetic flux concentrations in HMI LOS magnetograms does
not imply a magnetically driven structure as suggested by Wede-
meyer et al. (2013) and Wedemeyer & Steiner (2014).
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Detailed inspection of the vortex flow, particularly in Hα,
reveals the existence of significant substructure in the form of
several (at least three) intermittent chromospheric swirls, appea-
ring around locations within or adjacent to the large vortex flow,
with similar spatial and temporal characteristics to those previ-
ously reported in the literature. These individual swirls that exhi-
bit different and sometimes alternating senses of rotation, show
morphologically different schematic patterns varying with time:
rings, ring fragments, spirals, and spiral arms/arcs. The analy-
sis of the dynamics of some of these individual swirls highlig-
hts again the differences already noted between Hα and Ca ii
8542 Å. Intensity time-slice images indicate the occasional ap-
pearance of several spiral arms starting from the centre of the
respective swirls, that are also sometimes clearly visible in Dop-
pler velocity time slices, with a favoured propagation along the
south–north direction that is less inhibited by the presence of
the nearby fibril-like flows mentioned above. The propagation of
these spirals with an expansion velocity of ∼ 3 km s−1 also re-
veals the existence of a complementary swinging motion which
is present in almost the entire ROI and definitely within the vor-
tex. Velocity-wise, different swirls show different dominant Dop-
pler velocity behaviours; the central individual swirl, which is
probably associated with the core of the vortex flow, exhibits
both upwards and downwards motions.
A toy model of a clockwise rigidly rotating logarithmic spi-
ral with a swinging motion explains the behaviour of several fe-
atures seen in time slices and time-angle slices concerning in-
dividual swirls and the vortex flow as a whole, when compared
with respective figures derived from observations. Furthermore,
it provides a first rough estimate of the rotation period of the
vortex structure that is in the range from 200 to 300 s.
From our present findings, it is not clear whether the obser-
ved substructure is indeed composed of individual swirls, for-
ming and appearing recursively within and around the vortex
flow or is a manifestation of instabilities in the form of swir-
ling patches within a funnel-like magnetic flux tube driven by
the presence of torsional Alfvén waves as indicated by simulati-
ons (Fedun et al. 2011b). Further work to examine the possible
presence and influence of waves in the vortex region dynamics
is obviously needed.
As already discussed, the most striking feature of the large
Hα vortex flow is its long duration. Persistent flows of much
larger radii have been reported before, as mentioned in the In-
troduction, in G-band images at supergranular junctions (Attie
et al. 2009), and in continuum intensity images and magneto-
grams (Requerey et al. 2018). In both cases they were clearly
connected with magnetic elements. This is, however, the first
time that such a small-scale persistent flow is observed and re-
ported for Hα observations and is not connected with any mag-
netic elements. Providing a clear interpretation for the long du-
ration is rather difficult, due to the complexity and irregularities
of the observed 1.7 h flow pattern. It is, for example, unclear
whether there is a central swirl acting as an engine for the Hα
vortex flow (hereafter, scenario I) or this flow is a result of the
combined action of several individual smaller swirls (hereafter,
scenario II). In scenario I, the central small chromospheric swirl
(swirl marked by a red circle, see Sect. 3.2) could play this vital
role. However, it is very intermittent, and thus difficult to grasp
how it can drive and then maintain such a persistent vortex flow.
On the other hand, the analysed dynamics of the vortex flow (see
time-angle slices and relevant description in Sect. 3.4) do suggest
the presence of a central vortex. Furthermore, the simultaneous
observations of Hα and Ca ii 8542Å at different wavelengths and
of different SDO/AIA channels, and thus atmospheric tempera-
tures and heights suggest the presence of a funnel-like structure
expanding at least from the photosphere to the low corona. In ad-
dition, as mentioned in Sect. 3.4, both the presence of a similar
oscillatory (swinging) behaviour at every location within the vor-
tex flow with time and the qualitatively similar dynamic behavi-
our observed in time-angle slices for different radii is suggestive
of a rigidly or quasi-rigidly rotating vortex structure. Although
no BPs associated with the vortex flow are observed in Hα and
Ca ii 8542Å wing wavelengths, pointing to a magnetically dri-
ven structure as suggested by Wedemeyer et al. (2013) and We-
demeyer & Steiner (2014), the possibility of a vortex-flow within
a magnetically supported structure cannot be excluded. Scena-
rio II, which involves a combined action of different individual
swirls, is even more difficult to understand and, unfortunately,
impossible to describe and support with plausible arguments. It
should be noted, however, that in scenario I the central-swirl dri-
ving of the vortex flow could be assisted by the presence of other
nearby swirl motions (swirls marked by the green and cyan cir-
cles in this case; see Sect. 3.2) within or adjacent to the vortex
flow, and by nearby fibril-like flows. In both scenarios, the vor-
tex flow could also be fed with material from nearby flows as the
presence of some persistent absorbing structures clearly sugge-
sts (see Sect. 3.4). In conclusion, if scenario I is the prevailing
one then we are talking about a swirl of unprecedented duration
that has never been accounted for before, both in observations
and/or simulations. In scenario II it is even harder to explain the
very complicated motion dynamics involved through a descrip-
tive only analysis, not involving relevant simulations, which are
beyond the scope of the present work. Below, we refer to another
possible scenario (scenario III).
From the discussion above, some pertinent unanswered que-
stions arise. Are there any unobserved sub-resolution (i.e. lo-
wer than those achieved with the present CRISP observations)
magnetic elements present that are related to these vortex flows?
Unfortunately, the lack of any relevant high-resolution magneto-
grams does not allow a definite answer to this question, while the
HMI spatial resolution only points to the existence of some mag-
netic enhancements that are, unfortunately, not associated with
any BPs, either in the Hα or Ca ii 8542Å wings. Is this likely
to be a different case of a hydrodynamically driven vortex flow
(scenario III) that has not been considered so far in the literature
and/or simulations? The size, duration, and vertical extent of the
analysed vortex flow could point to a small-scale quiet-Sun tor-
nado, similar to giant tornadoes (mostly associated with twisting
footpoints of magnetically supported filaments), but certainly
much smaller in size. In this case, the observed substructure
could be consistent with a manifestation of instabilities in the
form of swirling patches within a funnel-like magnetic flux tube,
as mentioned before, at the centre of a supergranule, but driven
by a hydrodynamic process also involving interaction with neig-
hbouring fibril-like flows. It is, however, a difficult question to
conclusively answer, as small-scale quiet-Sun vortex flows have
been mostly observed in Ca lines, G-band, magnetograms, and
the respective simulations, with Hα vortex observations only re-
cently grasping our attention (Park et al. 2016). How frequent are
such long-duration vortex flows? It is rather difficult to answer
this question without analysing several Hα observations. Howe-
ver, from visual inspection there seems to be within our FOV at
least one such long-lasting vortex flow, however with a shorter
duration, slightly to the north of the ROI.
Our present analysis of the appearance, characteristics, sub-
structure, and dynamics of a persistent vortex flow has already
suggested signatures of swinging and/or torsional motions that
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could result from the presence of relevant waves. The presence
of waves and the oscillatory behaviour of the vortex area, which
could provide further clues about the intricate structure and dyn-
amics of this long-duration flow, will be studied in a subsequent
work.
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